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Outline

Classical helicity conservation for perfect fluids

Quantum chiral anomaly and chiral transport

Dynamical helicity evolution  for chiral fluids

Based on work with Juan Torres-Rincon, arXiv:2211.13697
PRD107, 16003



Magnetic Helicity Density 
(or Chern-Simons number)

gives a measure of a non-trivial topology of the B lines

gauge invariant if B=0 on (or B n=0 )  



Magnetic helicity 
gives a measure of magnetic linkage



Vorticity in a fluid             ( ~ magnetic field)

Fluid helicity  ~ similar to magnetic helicity

measures the linking and winding of fluid lines

While the mixed helicity 

measures  linking and 
winding of

fluid and magnetic field lines

Helicities in hydrodynamics



In ideal flow, the fluid helicity is conserved
Kelvin

Woltjer, Moffat 60`s

Magnetic helicity and mixed helicities  are also
conserved in perfect MHD



Chiral anomaly in a classical barotropic Euler fluid??

Not really: 
classical conservation law
of the  total helicity



Total conservation of helicity for a perfect non-relativistic fluid

For isentropic fluids

Abanov-Wiegmann equations



Relativistic Ideal Hydrodynamics 
Conservation laws

Enthalpy per particle



Chern-Simons current

Vorticity



Isentropic fluids obey 

Hydrodynamical equations say that 



Quantum chiral anomaly
Adler, Bell, Jackiw, 1969

QFT requires a UV regulator 
- it is impossible  (with m=0 fermions) to 

keep both gauge invariance and 
preserve the chiral number

Main success: explaining anomalous decays



CHIRAL TRANSPORT THEORY

Hydrodynamical equations for systems containing

(quasi) massless fermions have to be modified  

to take into account chiral anomalous effects

A microscopic semi-classical approach can be used, 

based on transport theory,  describing all these effects

Son and Surowka, 09
CHIRAL HYDRODYNAMICS

Son and Yamamoto, 2012      
Stephanov and Yin, 2012
Chen,  S. Pu, Q. Wang and X.N. Wang, 2013
Torres-Rincon and CM, 2014
Hidaka, S. Pu and D. L.Yang, 2017
Mueller and Venugopalan 2017
Carignano, CM, Torres-Rincon 2018



Chiral Magnetic/Vortical Effect

In a  B  a misbalance in the population of L/R 
handed fermions leads to an e.m. current || to B
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Similarly, in the presence of fluid vorticity

Fukushima; Kharzeev, Warringa, 08



Also interesting to point out that these new chiral phenomena
does not represent dissipation in the system!

(no increase of entropy)  

The coefficient of the chiral conductivity is completely 
fixed by the chiral quantum anomaly

even odd



in the presence of chemical potentials, at T=0
Sadofyev et al, ‘11



Helicity conservation in chiral fluids



Total helicity conservation law for isentropic classical hydrodynamics - interesting 
to study back reaction and dissipation, as helicity might be transferred among 
sectors
In chiral fluids, chiral anomaly effects are also to be be considered: emergence of 
chiral plasma instabilities can make these transfers more effective!

Our considerations might be relevant for HIC where most of the conditions are met

Summary


